Introduction
Hyperthermia treatment is recognized as one of the main cancer therapies following surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation techniques. Understanding thermal transport and temperature distribution within biological tissues and body organs are important therapeutic aspects related to this treatment ͓1,2͔. This technique is also utilized for eradication or reduction in benign tumors, repair of sports injuries, modification and remodeling of a targeted tissue ͓3͔, gene therapy, and immunotherapy ͑vaccination͒ ͓4͔. In hyperthermia, the tumor cells will be heated to a therapeutic value, typically 40°C-45°C, to damage or kill the cancer cells ͓5,6͔. Although it has been known for many years that fever can damage the cancer cells, hyperthermia technique is more recently being developed as a cancer treatment by controlling and focusing the heat on the cancer cells. This technique is being utilized for several types of cancer ͓7͔.
In contrast to healthy cells, a tumor is a tightly packed body of cells in which blood circulation is restricted. Heat can cut off the oxygen and vital nutrients from the abnormal cells, resulting in a breakdown in the tumor's vascular system and destruction of the cell's metabolism and subsequent devastation of the tumor cells. In addition, heat causes the formation of certain proteins in the diseased cancer cells, the so-called heat shock proteins, which appear on the surface of the degenerated cells. The body's immune system detects these proteins as extraneous cells, making the abnormal cells visible to the immune system.
Hyperthermia technique also improves the efficiency of other cancer therapies such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy ͓4,8,9͔.
Insolated cells, which would not respond to chemotherapy or radiation alone, would be subjected to heat treatment. Hyperthermia, in conjunction with chemotherapy, causes the drug to penetrate deeper into the tumor while augmenting the efficacy of the drug delivered to the tumor. Hyperthermia treatment can be utilized either on the whole body or locally targeting the cancer cells, utilizing warm water bath balloons and blankets, hot wax, inductive coils ͑similar to those in electric blankets͒, thermal chambers, ultra-high frequency sound waves, microwave, and laser ͓7͔.
Heat transport through biological tissues, represented by bioheat models, involves thermal conduction in tissue and vascular system, blood-tissue convection, and perfusion ͑through capillary tubes within the tissues͒ and also metabolic heat generation. Assuming local thermal equilibrium between the blood and the tissue, Pennes ͓10͔ represented one of the early and simplified bioheat equations. This model has been further developed by others such as Charny ͓11͔, Wulff ͓12͔, Klinger ͓13͔, Chen and Holmes ͓14͔, Weinbaum et al. ͓15-17͔, Mitchell and Myers ͓18͔, Keller and Seilder ͓19͔, Chen and Xu ͓20͔, Baish et al. ͓21,22͔, and Abraham and Sparrow ͓23͔. Description of the established bioheat transport models can be found in the literature ͓11,24-26͔.
Advantages of utilizing porous media theory in modeling bioheat transfer, due to fewer assumptions as compared with different established bioheat transfer models, are stressed by Khanafer and Vafai ͓26͔, Nakayama and Kuwahara ͓27͔, Khaled and Vafai ͓28͔, and Mahjoob and Vafai ͓7͔ . The biological structure can be treated as a blood saturated porous matrix including cells and interstices, the so-called tissue. Utilizing the porous media theory, nonthermal equilibrium between the blood and the tissue is addressed and the blood-tissue convective heat exchange is taken into account. Volume averaging over each of the blood and tissue phases results in an energy equation for each individual phase ͓29-37,7͔, known as the local thermal nonequilibrium model. The volume averaging over a representative elementary volume containing both the blood and tissue phases results in a local thermal equilibrium model referred to as the one equation model.
One of the shortcomings in most bioheat studies is modeling the target tissue/organ as a single tissue/organ with the same tissue properties. This type of modeling may not predict precisely heat transport through tissue layers in which there is a considerable variation in properties of the adjacent layers. As such, there would be a need to develop and utilize bioheat model for a dual layer. Dual layer bioheat modeling is also important relative to skin bioheat transport and burn injuries ͓38,39͔. In addition, in hyperthermia treatment, utilizing a two layer model ͑consisting of cancerous and normal tissue layers͒ gives a more accurate prediction of temperature profile and heat transport through these layers ͓40͔.
Due to the importance of accurate prediction of temperature profile in tissues/organs in thermal therapies such as hyperthermia, heat transport through multilayer biological tissues has been investigated in this work. Mahjoob and Vafai ͓7͔ previously developed, for the first time, comprehensive analytical solutions for tissue and blood temperature profiles and heat transfer correlations for a single layer tissue subject to an imposed heat flux. In this work, bioheat transport through dual layer tissues subject to an imposed heat flux is investigated comprehensively. Precise correlations are obtained for the first time for a two layer media, which can be extended to a multilayer media.
Utilizing the local thermal nonequilibrium model of porous media theory, exact solutions for the tissue and blood temperature distributions in each layer are established, for the first time, for two primary tissue/organ models representing isolated and uniform temperature conditions. Each layer can have its own properties independent of the other layer. These exact solutions can be utilized for different types of tissues and organs considering each layer's effective parameters such as the vascular volume fraction, tissue matrix permeability and size, blood pressure and velocity, metabolic heat generation, and also imposed heat flux and body core temperature. As a result, the current models for temperature prediction during thermal therapies can be modified to present a more accurate temperature distribution within healthy and diseased cells.
Modeling and Formulation
2.1 Problem Description. Biological media usually consist of blood vessels, cells, and interstitial space, which can be categorized as vascular and extravascular regions ͑Fig. 1͑a͒͒. As such, a biological structure can be modeled as a porous matrix, including cells and interstitial space, called tissue, in which the blood infiltrates through. In this work, a dual layer, which can be expanded to a multilayer, biological media subject to an imposed heat flux, as in hyperthermia, while incorporating blood and tissue local heat exchange, is investigated. The blood and tissue temperature profiles in each layer are established analytically, incorporating the effects of the imposed heat flux, blood and tissue physical properties, arterial blood velocity, volume fraction of the vascular space and geometrical properties of the biological structure, internal heat generation within the tissue ͑e.g., metabolic heat generation͒ at each layer, and the heat penetration depth. The analysis is performed for two primary conditions, namely, isolated core region and uniform core temperature conditions. For the first model, a thermally isolated boundary condition exists at a depth of ͑D 1 + D 2 ͒ from the surface of the tissue, where D 1 is the thickness of the layer exposed to the heat flux and D 2 is the thickness of the adjacent layer. This model is also applicable as a symmetry thermal boundary condition, in which the heat flux is imposed from both sides of the organ ͑Fig. 1͑b͒͒. The second primary model is based on the physical representation of the core tissue/organ at a prescribed temperature value at depth ͑D 1 + D 2 ͒ through imposition of a uniform temperature at that depth. Flow is considered to be hydraulically and thermally developed. Natural convection and radiation are assumed to be negligible and thermodynamic properties of the tissue and blood are considered to be temperature independent over the range of temperature variations considered in bioheat transport applications.
Physical Description of Governing Equations and
Boundary Conditions. The anatomic structure is modeled as a porous medium consisting of the blood and the tissue ͑solid matrix͒ phases. The governing energy equations for the blood and tissue phases incorporating internal heat sources ͑e.g., metabolic reactions͒ and local thermal nonequilibrium conditions, developed based on the theory of porous media ͓26-37͔, are represented in Ref. ͓7͔ . The imposed heat flux at the organ's surface can be represented under the local thermal nonequilibrium conditions, in which the flux is divided between the two tissue and blood phases based on their effective thermal conductivity and temperature gradient. The temperature at the tissue/organ surface subject to imposed heat flux is likely to be uniform and the same as those of the tissue solid matrix and the blood adjacent the organ surface ͓7,33,36,37͔.
The external heat flux influences the tissue within a depth of D 1 + D 2 . As discussed earlier, two primary models are investigated for the boundary condition at the depth of D 1 + D 2 from the surface, which is subject to a given heat flux. These are the ͑i͒ isolated core region and ͑ii͒ uniform core temperature ͑T c ͒ at a depth ͑D 1 + D 2 ͒, as shown in Fig. 1 . The value of the uniform temperature ͑T c ͒ can be assigned as the body core temperature or a safe temperature so as not to damage the healthy tissues. At the interface of the layers, the continuity of temperature and flux is valid. The tissue and blood temperatures at the interface of the layers ͑T t,i and T b,i ͒ should be evaluated by solving the governing equations in each layer and applying the boundary conditions.
Normalization.
The governing equations are normalized by utilizing the following nondimensional variables ͑j is a layer indicator, which is either 1 or 2 for the first or second tissue layer, respectively͒:
, and represent the intrinsic phase average blood and tissue temperatures, blood and tissue effective thermal conductivities, and porosity ͑the volume fraction of the vascular space͒, respectively. The blood-tissue interfacial heat transfer coefficient is represented by h tb and the specific surface area by a tb , and q gen is the heat generation within the biological tissue ͑e.g., metabolic heat generation͒ ͓7͔. The Biot number Bi in this case represents the ratio of the conduction resistance within the tissue matrix to the thermal resistance associated with the internal convective heat exchange between the tissue matrix and the blood phase.
Governing Equations and Boundary
Conditions. Biological tissues differ from each other in both their porous features and compositions. Therapeutic approaches can be optimized through understanding a range of phenomena including the response of tissues under different physiological conditions. Tissue usually consists of blood vessels, cells, and interstitial space, which can be, categorized as vascular and extravascular regions. The properties of tissues can be approximated based on the assumption that it is a homogeneous porous medium. Direct measurement of the properties of tissues is difficult. Efforts have been devoted to the characterization of the pertinent parameters. The obtained analytical expressions offer a versatile approach by allowing incorporation of variations in the representative volume fraction as well as various physical attributes. Some prior investigations have been performed based on the assumption that the arterial wall layers/tissues are porous structures with physical properties, which can be identified using the pore theory described by Khakpour and Vafai ͓41͔. The properties for various layers can be based upon appropriate pore theory ͓41,42͔, fiber matrix models ͓42-47͔, and in vivo and in vitro experiments. The governing equations given by Mahjoob and Vafai ͓7͔ can be casted as follows:
First layer (with an imposed heat flux at the top):
Second layer (with an isolated or uniform temperature region at the bottom):
where in model I ͑isolated core region͒ 
and in model II ͑uniform core temperature͒
Furthermore, the normalized boundary conditions are presented for each model as follows. Additional boundary conditions to solve the obtained fourth order blood/tissue energy equations ͑Eqs. ͑2͒-͑9͒͒ can be obtained by evaluating the second or third order derivatives of b and t at the boundaries. This results in the following set of boundary conditions for each model:
Boundary conditions:
The other normalized boundary conditions for the two primary models are as follows:
For model I (isolated core region):
and for model II (uniform core temperature):
2.5 Blood, Tissue, and Surface Temperature Fields. Blood and tissue phase temperature distributions can be obtained by solving the governing equations and utilizing the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. After a lengthy analysis, the blood and tissue temperature profiles are obtained as follows ͑for brevity, the volume averaging sign ͑͗ ͒͘ is dropped͒. Transactions of the ASME
Substituting f 1 and g 1 in Eqs. ͑33͒ and ͑34͒ gives
As such, the temperature difference between the tissue and blood phases and the blood mean temperature can be written as
where
Based on the above results, the temperature difference between the tissue and blood phases for the second layer is obtained as
Bi 2
͑45͒
Finally, the mean blood temperature for the second layer can be written as
Interface blood and tissue temperatures.
To evaluate the blood and tissue temperatures at the interface of the layers ͑ b,i and t,i ͒, two equations are required. One of these equations is obtained based on the fully developed temperature profile subject to a uniform heat flux on one side and an insulated condition on the other side. This results in The other equation is obtained by utilizing the derived analytical solution for a single layer ͓7͔. The temperature profiles for the blood and tissue phases in a double layer ͑present work͒ are taken to be the same as those in a single layer ͓7͔, within the distance of D 1 from the surface subject to an imposed heat flux. Rewriting the developed equations for a single layer ͓7͔ in the present coordinate system ͑0 Յ Յ 1+͑1 / D͒͒ gives
The above two equations ͑Eqs. ͑59͒ and ͑60͒͒ result in
The dimensional blood mean temperature and the body organ surface temperature, which is subject to an imposed heat flux, are derived to be
The Nusselt number can be represented as Transactions of the ASME
͑62͒
Bi 2 ͑68͒
Interface blood and tissue temperatures.
Blood and tissue temperatures at the interface of the layers ͑ b,i and t,i ͒ can be evaluated by utilizing the boundary condition given by Eq. ͑21͒, the derived analytical solution for one layer hyperthermia for the equivalent case ͓7͔, and the derived profiles for blood and tissue in each layer. This results in
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The dimensional blood mean temperature, body organ surface temperature, and heat exchange rate represented by a Nusselt number at the body organ surface, which is subjected to an imposed heat flux, are derived to be
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Transactions of the ASME
2.6 Simplified Solution. A simplified solution can be obtained by assuming thermal equilibrium between the blood and tissue phases, i.e., 1 = b,1 = t,1 and 2 = b,2 = t,2 . Adding the energy equations and utilizing the boundary conditions ͑Eqs. ͑15͒-͑32͒͒, and following the same procedure described for the nonequilibrium model, the blood and tissue temperature distributions and the Nusselt number are obtained as follows:
and 
and for model II (uniform core temperature): 
Results and Discussions
The presented analytical expressions allow for incorporating variations in the representative volume fraction as well as various physical attributes. Comparing temperature profiles for any of the single layers with the available data in the literature provided detailed validations. Exact solutions for forced convective flow through a channel filled with a porous medium and subject to an imposed heat flux ͑which is equivalent to the isolated core region model without a metabolic heat generation͒ were presented in the works of Lee and Vafai ͓33͔ and Marafie and Vafai ͓37͔ . As such, the tissue and blood temperature profiles were compared with analytical correlations obtained by Lee and Vafai ͓33͔ . The temperature distributions were found to be in excellent agreement for both phases with the results presented by Lee and Vafai ͓33͔ for a variety of blood-tissue interstitial heat exchange parameters. The blood and tissue temperature profiles were also found to be in excellent agreement with the analytical and numerical results of Marafie and Vafai ͓37͔. Numerical results based on an implicit, pressure-based, cell-centered finite volume method, second order upwinding and under relaxation, was also compared with the obtained analytical temperature distribution for single layer model for both isolated and uniform core temperature condition models. These comparisons were found to be in excellent agreement and were presented in some detail in the works of Mahjoob and Vafai ͓7͔. The temperature profiles obtained from the present analytical correlations can effectively predict the tissue and blood temperatures. The temperature distribution is very crucial for an effective thermal therapy such as hyperthermia cancer treatment. Based on the cited values in the literature ͓26͔, a typical volume fraction of 0.1 for the vascular system is utilized. However, the present established analytical expressions allow for incorporating variations in the representative volume fraction as well as various physical attributes. Figures 2͑a͒-2͑c͒ represent the blood and tissue temperature profiles for a dual layer region, incorporating isolated core region for different layer thickness ratio ͑D͒. Since the physical properties of both layers is the same, the profiles have been compared with the profiles obtained from the exact solutions for a single layer with equivalent properties ͓7͔. The comparison indi- Figure 5 displays the effect of vascular volume fraction on the blood and tissue temperature profiles in a dual layer biological media. An increase in the volume fraction, in the cases with uniform vascular volume fraction in both layers, results in a more uniform temperature profile through the layers, possibly leading to a more effective hyperthermia treatment. It should be noted that a change in the vascular volume fraction also translates in a change in the blood and tissue effective thermal conductivities. The body regulates the temperature during hyperthermia treatment by utilizing the arterial blood, while modifying the vascular volume fraction of the biological structure. The natural body thermal regulation system increases or decreases the vascular volume fraction of the biological structure when exposed to a higher or lower temperature, respectively. The physical attributes obtained from this analytical solution can be used to improve the efficiency of thermal therapy techniques. An increase in the vascular volume fraction of the second layer increases the nonuniformity in temperature profiles. However, the tissue and blood temperature uniformity is more prominently affected by the vascular volume fraction of the first layer, which is subject to the imposed heat flux. Figure 6 represents the effect of metabolic heat generation on the blood and tissue temperature profiles. As can be seen the metabolic heat generation has more pronounced effect on the nondimensional blood phase since temperature rise in the tissue phase and organ's surface is higher than that of the blood phase. As such, a larger heat generation ratio results in higher temperatures in the organ as well as the blood within it and more distinct temperature nonuniformity. The effect of variable heat generation on the biological layers is also presented in Fig. 6 . In the previous works by authors, the effects of thermal conductivities of the tissue and blood phases and the nondimensional Biot number ͑Bi͒ have been discussed extensively ͓7,33,48-50͔.
Conclusions
A detailed analysis of bioheat transport through dual layer biological media is presented in this work for the first time. These analytical solutions enable an understanding of heat transfer processes and temperature distributions within biological media, which are key issues in thermal therapy techniques. The comprehensive analytical solutions represent the blood and tissue temperature distributions as well as the Nusselt number correlations for two primary conditions, namely, isolated core region and uniform core temperature. The analytical solutions encompass various pertinent parameters such as the volume fraction of the vas- 
